Wordscapes level 5561 answers
Wordscapes level 5561 in the Tarn Group and Placid Pack contains 13 words
and the letters ACEGHN making it a relatively moderate level.
This puzzle 31 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 65,508 words and 268,446 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
ACE, AGE, CAN, HEN, NAG, HAG, ACNE, CAGE, CANE, EACH, HANG, ACHE, CHANGE.
The extra or bonus words are:
CANEH, HAE, CHA, ANCE, NACH, HAN, CAG, GEN, NACHE, NAE, ECH, GANE, HAEN, EAN,
GACH, AGEN, ANE, GAEN, CHANG, GANCH, GENA, NAH, GAN, GEAN, CANG, GAE, ENG,
ACH, HANCE, CHE, NEG.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 5561
ACE - A single point or spot on a playing card or die.
AGE - The whole duration of a being, whether animal, vegetable, or other kind; lifeti
me.
CAN - To know how to; to be able to.
HEN - Hence.
NAG - A small horse; a pony.
HAG - A witch, sorceress, or enchantress; also, a wizard.
ACNE - A skin condition, usually of the face, that is common in adolescents. It is ch
aracterised by red pimples, and is caused by the inflammation of sebaceous glands thr
ough bacterial infection.
CAGE - An enclosure made of bars, normally to hold animals.
CANE - The slender, flexible main stem of a plant such as bamboo, including many spec
ies in the Grass family Gramineae.
EACH - All; every; qualifying a singular noun, indicating all examples of the thing s
o named seen as individual or separate items (compare every).
HANG - To be or remain suspended.
ACHE - To suffer pain; to be the source of, or be in, pain, especially continued dull
pain; to be distressed.
CHANGE - The process of becoming different.

